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d  Ž . Ž . Ž .Sufficient conditions for the oscillation of the equation x t  R t x t rdt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž . P t x t  Q t x t   0, where P, Q, R C t , , R , r 0, ,0
 Ž . t Ž . ,  R , 	  , are obtained where R t  H Q u du 1 is allowed tot
  Ž . Ž .  Ž . Žoscillate and the condition H s P s  Q s    H P u  Q u  t s0
. du ds  is not necessary. Some examples are given, which show that the
results here are almost sharp.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: neutral equation; oscillation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the neutral differential equation with positive and negative
coefficients
d
x t  R t x t r  P t x t  Q t x t   0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
where
  P , Q, R C t , , R , r 0, ,  ,  R , 	  ,Ž ..Ž .0
2Ž .
P t  P t Q t   	 0 and not identically zero.Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .The oscillation of Eq. 1 has recently been investigated by many authors
     including Chuanxi and Ladas 2 , Farrall et al. 4 , Lalli and Zhang 6 ,
       Ruan 7 , Yu 10 , Yu and Wang 11 , and Yu and Yan 12 . For an
   excellent survey, we refer to Erbe et al. 3 , and Gyori and Ladas 5 .
  Ž .Recently, Yu and Yan 12 studied the oscillation of Eq. 1 , where the
condition
 
sP s P u du ds  3Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
t s0
was used. However, all the known results were obtained in the following
Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž . Ž . t Ž .three cases. i R t  H Q u du
 1; ii R t  H Q u du 1;t t
Ž . Ž . t Ž .iii R t  H Q u du	 1.t
In this paper, by some new technique, we investigate the oscillation of
Ž . Ž . t Ž .Eq. 1 where R t  H Q u du 1 is allowed to oscillate and condi-t
Ž .tion 3 is not necessary. When   , our results present some new
oscillation criteria for the neutral equation without negative coefficient
d
x t  R t x t r  P t x t   0, Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
Ž  .which has been studied in many papers see 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 . Some examples
are given to illustrate the advantage of our results. The examples also show
that the results here are almost sharp.
 4 Ž .Let max r,  ,  . By a solution of Eq. 1 we mean a function
Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .x t  C t , , R , for some t	 t such that x t  R t x t r is0
 . Ž .continuously differentiable on t, and such that Eq. 1 is satisfied for
t	 t.
Ž .As usual, a solution of Eq. 1 is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily
large zeros and nonoscillatory if it is either eventually positive or eventu-
ally negative.
In the sequel, when we write a functional inequality without specifying
its domain of validity, we assume that it holds for all sufficiently large t.
Ž . Ž .Also we always assume that Eq. 1 satisfies condition 2 without further
   declaration. Throughout this paper, we define E t , t  t  ir, t1 2 i0 1 2
 ir , where t  t 	 t .2 1 0
2. BASIC LEMMAS
The following Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 generalize some important
lemmas in the literature. To prove these two lemmas we need the follow-
ing Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
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LEMMA 1. Assume that A	 0, r 0, a b , and that f
Ž  .    Ž  .C a, b , R , g C R , R . If y C a r, b , R satisfies
s
y s 
 g y s r  A f u y u du , a
 s




F Ž s.y s 




 b , 5Ž .
Ž . s Ž .where F s  H f u du.a
Ž .  Proof. First we claim that 5 holds for s a, a r . In fact, since
1   C a, a r is dense in C a, a r , we can choose, for any  0, g 1
1Ž  .   Ž . Ž . C a, a r , R such that g y s r  g s   , a
 s
 a r.1
Ž .From 4 it follows that
s
y s 
 g s  A  f u y u du , a
 s
 a r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1
a
By the Gronwall inequality
s
F Ž s. F Žu. duy s 








 g y s r  e A f u g y u r duŽ . Ž . Ž .H
a
ar
F Žar .  e 1 f u du , a
 s
 a r ,Ž .H
a
Ž .which, by the fact that  0 can be arbitrarily small, implies that 5 holds
 for s a, a r .
Ž .For a r
 s
 a 2 r, rewrite 4 into the inequality
ar s
y s 




 a 2 r .
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By applying the conclusion obtained above to this inequality on a r, a
 2 r , we find
y s 
 g y s rŽ . Ž .
ar s
F Ž s.1 e A f u y u du f u g y u r du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a ar
6Ž .
Ž . s Ž . Ž .where F s  H f u du. Noticing that 5 holds for a
 s
 a r, we1 ar
obtain
ar ar
F Žar . F Žar .f u y u du
 e  1 A e f u g y u r du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
Ž .which, combining with 6 , implies that
s
F Ž s.y s 




 a 2 r .
b aŽ .    That is, 5 holds for s a r, a 2 r . Set N   1. Repeating1 r
Ž .  the above process N times, we can get that 5 holds on a, b . The proof1
is complete.
 4Let N 0, 1, 2, . . . be the smallest number such that Nr	  .
Denote
Q t Q t , Q t Q t R t  k 1 r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 k k1
k 1, 2, . . . , N.
LEMMA 2. Assume that there exists   0, k 0, 1, 2, . . . , N 1, suchk
that eentually
Q t 
  , k 0, 1, . . . , N 1, if N	 1,Ž .k k
7Ž .
P t 	 b  b Q t    b Q t  Nr ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N1 1 N1 N
Ž . Ž .bk1 kwhere b  sgn   , and b  b e , k 0, 1, 2, . . . , N 1.1 k k1
Ž . Ž .Let x t be an eentually positie solution of Eq. 1 and
t




z t  0 or x t 
 R t x t r 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for some  0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that z t 
 0. We will prove 9 by showing that there
exist  0 and t	 t such that0
x t 
 R t x t r , t	 t . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .From 1 , we have eventually
z t P t x t  
 0, 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which, by 2 , implies that there exists a positive number  0 such that
eventually
x t  0 and z t 
 . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Choose t	 t  2 Nr such that 2 , 7 , 11 , and 12 hold for0
Ž .t	 t 2 Nr . For convenience we denote
t
A t  Q u   du ,Ž . Ž .H
tNr
x t  x t  kr ,Ž . Ž .k
s
q s  Q u du , t  
 s
 t , k 0, 1, . . . , N.Ž . Ž .Hk k
t
Ž .   Ž .For t	 t, integrating 11 on t Nr, t , and by 12 , we get for t	 t,
t
x t 
 R t x t r  P u x t  duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
tNr
t
 b Q u x u du. 13Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 0 0
t
Ž .For t  
 s
 t, by 13
s
x s 




 R s  x s  b A t  b Q u x u du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 1 1 0 0
t
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b q Ž s.1 0x s 
 R s  x s  b e A t  Q u x u du ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 1 1 1 1
t
14Ž .
from which, we have
s 
x s 
 R s  r x s  b A t  b Q u x u du. 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 0 0 1 1
t
Ž .By applying Lemma 1 to 14 and repeating this process, we can get for
k 1, 2, . . . , N
x s 
 R s  k 1 r x sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k1 k
s




 R s  kr x sŽ . Ž . Ž .k k1
s  b A t  b Q u x u du. 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk1 k1 k k
t
Ž .By 15 with k 1, one can get
t t
b Q u x u du
 b Q u x u duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 0 0 0 1 1
t t
 b  b A t .Ž . Ž .0 1
Ž .Generally, by 15 , we find for k 1, 2, . . . , N
t t
b Q u x u du
 b Q u x u duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hk2 k1 k1 k1 k k
t t
 b  b A t . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .k1 k2
Ž .Adding 16 from k 1 to kN, we get
t t
b Q u x u du
 b Q u x u duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 0 0 N1 N N
t t
 b  b A t ,Ž . Ž .N1 1
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Ž . Ž .which, combining with 13 and 7 and by noticing that t Nr 
 t,
we find for t	 t,
x t 
 R t x t rŽ . Ž . Ž .
t
 P u  b  b Q u  Ž . Ž . Ž .H N 1
tNr
b Q u  Nr x u  duŽ . Ž .N N

 R t x t r .Ž . Ž .
Ž .So 10 holds and the proof is complete.
Ž . LEMMA 3. Assume that 7 holds and that there exists t 	 t such that0
R t ir 
 1, i 1, 2, . . . . 17Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x t be an eentually positie solution of Eq. 1 and z t be defined by
Ž .8 . Then we hae eentually
z t 
 0, z t  0. 18Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. If 18 does not hold, by Lemma 1, we have eventually
x t 
 R t x t r . 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 The rest of the proof is similar to that of 1, Lemma 1 and we omit it. The
proof is complete.
Ž .LEMMA 4. Assume that 7 holds and that there exists s 	 t such that0 0
Ž .R t  0 for t	 s and0

1R s R s 			 R s  , 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 k
k1
Ž .where s  s  kr, k 1, 2, . . . . Let x t be an eentually positie solutionk 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of Eq. 1 and z t be defined by 8 . Then eentually 18 holds.
Ž . Ž .Proof. If 18 does not hold, by Lemma 2, we have 19 . The rest of the
 proof is similar to that of 8, Lemma 2 , and thus, is omitted. The proof
is complete.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that 7 and 17 hold and that there exists a
Ž . .nonincreasing function 
 C t , , R such that0
 R t 	 1 
 t , t E t , t , 21Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
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and
trP t 1 
 t dt . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .H
 E t  , t 1 2
Ž .Then eery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
Ž .Proof. Assume, otherwise, that Eq. 1 has an eventually positive solu-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion x t . Let z t be defined by 8 . By Lemma 3, there exists T	 t0
such that
z t 
 0, z t  0, x t   0, t	 T , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which implies that
x t 	 R t x t r , t	 T . 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
  Ž .Now choose a positive integer N such that t N r	 T. Then by 211
Ž .and 24 , we get
   x t 	 1 
 t t r , t E t N r , t N r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
 Ž . Ž  . Ž  . 4Let Mmin x t : t  N  1 r
 t
 t  N  1 r ; then M 0.1 2
Ž .By the decreasing nature of 
 	 , we have
   x t 	 1 
 t M , t t N r , t N rŽ . Ž .Ž . 1 2
and
2  x t 	 1 
 t M , t t  N  1 r , t  N  1 r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
 Ž  . Ž  . By induction we can obtain for t t  N  i r, t  N  i r , i1 2
0, 1, 2, . . . ,
i1x t 	 1 
 t M .Ž . Ž .Ž .
  1 Ž . Ž .  Ž .Noticing that t t  N  i r, t  N  i r implies i	 t t1 2 2r
  Ž  . Ž  . N , we have for t t  N  i r, t  N  i r , i 0, 1, 2, . . . ,1 2
Ž .Ž . 1r tt N 12x t  1 
 t M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
which implies that
Ž .Ž . 1r tt N 12x t   1 
 t  MŽ . Ž .Ž .
tr	 1 
 t M ,Ž .Ž .
   t E t  N r , t  N r , 25Ž .1 2
Ž . where  t   rN  1.2
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     Next, for any t	 t  N r, denote A t , t  t  N r, t 1 t 1 2 1
    Ž . Ž .E t  N r, t  N r . Then, by 22 and the fact that 1 
 t is1 2
 .bounded on t , , we have0
srlim P s 1 
 s ds . 26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
t  A t , tt 1 2
Ž .    Ž .Now integrating 10 on t  N r, t , we get by 251
tz t  z t  N r 
 P s x s  dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1
t N r1

 P s x s  dsŽ . Ž .H
 A t , t1 1 2
tr
M P s 1 
 s ds,Ž . Ž .Ž .H
 A t , tt 1 2
Ž . Ž .which, together with 26 , implies that z t  as t . This contra-
Ž .dicts 23 . The proof is complete.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that 7 and 20  22 hold. Then eery solution of
Ž .Eq. 1 oscillates.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Otherwise, let x t be an eventually positive solution and z t
Ž . Ž .be defined by 8 . By Lemma 4, we have eventually z t  0. The rest of
the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, and we omitted it. The proof
is complete.
Ž .Remark 1. When   , Eq. 1 reduces to the neutral equation with-
out negative coefficient
d
x t  R t x t r  P t x t   0, Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
Ž  .which has been studied in many papers see 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 . In this case
Ž .b  1 for k1, 0, 1, . . . , N and condition 7 is always satisfied, so wek
Ž . Ž .get the following new oscillation criteria for Eq.  , in which R t  1 is
Ž . Žallowed to be oscillatory and condition 3 is not necessary see Example 1
.and Remark 2 .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume that 17 or 20 , 21 , and 22 hold. Then eery
Ž .solution of Eq.  oscillates.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1. Assume that 17 or 20 , 21 , and 22 hold and that
Q t  o 1 t  , k 0, 1, 2, . . . , N 1, if N	 1. 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
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Further suppose that there exists  0 such that
P t 	 Q t    1  Q t  Nr . 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N
Ž .Then eery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
Proof. Choose  0 sufficiently small such that b  1  , whereN
Ž . Ž .bk1 b  sgn   and b  b e , k 0, 1, 2, . . . , N 1. From1 k k1
Ž . Ž .27 , for sufficiently large t, Q t   , k 0, 1, . . . , N 1, which, com-k
Ž . Ž .bining with 28 , implies that 7 holds with    , for k 0, 1, 2, . . . , Nk
Ž . Ž . 1. By Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 every solution of Eq. 1 oscillates and
the proof is complete.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2. Assume that 17 or 20 , 21 , and 22 hold and that
Ž .  .R t is bounded on t , . If0




t  , 29Ž . Ž .
Ž .then eery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that 29 implies that 27 and 28 hold. By Corollary
Ž .1 every solution of Eq. 1 oscillates and the proof is complete.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the neutral equation
d cos t 1 tx t  1 x t 2  C e x t 2Ž . Ž . Ž .1ž /dt 1 t
 C e t x t  0, 30Ž . Ž .2
1  4t	 0, where 0  1,  , max 0, , C  0, and C 	 0.1 22
1 1 4Choose   min ,  and set c e . Then we can rewrite Eq.1 2
Ž .30 into the equation
d cos t 1 t1x t  1 x t 2  C c x t 2Ž . Ž . Ž .1ž /dt 1 t
 C e t x t  0, 31Ž . Ž .2
 3 5Ž .   Ž .t	 0, which satisfies 17 with t   ,  and 29 . Further choose2 2
0  1 such that   and set t  2 arccos  , t  21 1 22
Ž . Ž .arccos  . Noticing that c e, one can verify that 21 and 22 are also
Ž . Ž  . Ž .satisfied with 
 t   1 t . By Corollary 2, every solution of 31 , and
Ž .so 30 , oscillates.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 2. Equation 30 does not satisfy 3 and i  iii mentioned in
Section 1, which are demanded in previous results. When C  0 and2
10  , the oscillation of the equation cannot be determined by the2
 theorems in the literature including 9 . In addition, in the case that
1   Ž .C  0 and  , by 9, Theorem 4 , one can show that Eq. 30 has an2 2
Ž .eventually positive solution x t , so our results are almost sharp.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the neutral equation
d 1 1
2x t  1 t x t 1  x t 1  x t  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 3dt tt 1Ž .
t	 2, 32Ž .
Ž .where  1. It is easy to see 20 and other conditions in Corollary 2 are
Ž .satisfied. So by Corollary 2, every solution of Eq. 32 oscillates.
Ž .Remark 3. Equation 32 does not satisfy the conditions of the theo-
 rems in 12 .
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